A Kirkman school project design on v elements consists of the maximum admissible number of disjoint parallel classes, each containing blocks of sizes three except possibly one of size two or four. Cern y, Hor ak, and Wallis completely settled existence when v 0; 2 (mod 3) and made some progress and advanced a conjecture when v 1 (mod 3). In this paper, a complete solution for the existence of such designs when v 4 (mod 6) is given, and a nearly complete solution when v 1 (mod 6) is also given.
Introduction
A group divisible design (GDD) is a triple (X; G; B) which satis es the following properties:
(1) G is a partition of a set X (of points) into subsets called groups, (2) B is a set of subsets of X (blocks) such that a group and a block contain at most one common point, (3) every pair of points from distinct groups occurs in a unique block.
The group-type (type) of the GDD is the multiset fjGj : G 2 Gg. We usually use an \exponential" notation to describe group-type: group-type g u 1 1 g u s s indicates that there are u i groups of size g i for 1 i s. The set of block sizes is denoted by K. When K = fkg, the notation k-GDD is used. A transversal design TD(k; n) is a k-GDD of type n k . It is idempotent if it contains a parallel class of blocks. See 1] for current existence results.
A pairwise balanced design, or (v; K)-PBD, can be de ned as a GDD with block sizes K and group-type 1 v . Since all groups have size one, the groups need not be speci ed. A PBD is resolvable if its blocks can be partitioned into parallel classes; a parallel class is a set of point-disjoint blocks whose union is the set of all points. The notation (v; K)-RPBD is used for a resolvable PBD.
A partial PBD of order v with blocksizes K, or K-PPBD of order v, is a set of v points together with a set of blocks with the property that no two blocks intersect in two or more points. The notion of resolvability extends in the natural way to partial PBDs, and we employ the notation K-RPPBD(v; c) to denote a resolvable PPBD on v elements having c parallel classes. In the techniques to follow, a central notion is to permit the design to contain a hole. An incomplete KSP of order v 1 (mod 3) with a hole of size h v (mod 2), h 3 Before generalizing the basic construction, we present the simplest application of the idea, to IKSP(v; 4)s. In this case, there are no auxiliary parallel classes, and a single orbit of pairs forming a one-factor is left uncovered. Table 3 , three auxiliary parallel classes are needed. They are formed from base blocks f0; 2; 7g and f0; 1; 5g. The elements of Z t are distinct modulo 3, and hence form parallel classes. In particular, the blocks ff(3i+j) 0 ; (3i+j +2) 0 ; (3i+j +7) 0 g : 0 i < t=3g form a parallel class for each j 2 f0; 1; 2g, for example. In reading Table 4 , six auxiliary parallel classes are needed. They are formed from base blocks f0; 2; 7g, f0; 1; 11g, f0; 1; 5g, and f0; 2; 10g in a similar manner.
v t h Base Parallel Class in Z t f0; 1g 40 15 10 f0; 6; 0; 3g f1; 2; 5g f1; 7; 14g f3; 2g f4; 9g f7; 13g f8; 12g f9; 5g f10; 11g f11; 4g f12; 10g f13; 8g f14; 6g Table 3 : IKSP(v; 10) Table 5 gives an IKSP(106,28). Twelve auxiliary parallel classes are required. They are found by placing, on Z 39 fig, for i 2 f0; 1g, the 13 parallel classes of a resolvable TD (3, 13) so that the groups of the TD(3,13) align on the elements that are congruent modulo 13, and one parallel class aligns on triples in which each pair has di erence 13. The triples in this parallel class are then removed.
Frames and recursive constructions
Let V be a set of cardinality v. Then a (k; )-partial parallel class is a collection C of blocks of size k such that every element of V occurs in either exactly or exactly zero blocks of C. The set of elements of V not occurring in the partial parallel class is the complement of the class. Let k; ; and be positive integers. A ( ; ; k)-frame is a triple (V ,G,P) where V is a set of cardinality v, G is a partition of V into parts (groups), and P is a collection of (k; )-partial parallel classes of V which satis es the conditions:
(1) The complement of each (k; )-partial parallel class P of P is a group G 2 G; (2) Each unordered pair fx; yg of V which does not lie in some group G 2 G lies in precisely blocks of P; (3) No unordered pair fx; yg of elements of V which lies in some group G of G also lies in a block of P. frame parallel classes missing the group of size g i , and the same number of parallel classes in the IKSP(g i + x; x) which contain a block of size four; match these up arbitrarily, placing the g i points of the IKSP on the ith group of the frame and the x points in its hole on x new points. Tables 1 and 2 , so an KSP(6t+4) exists when t 2 f2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g. Since a KSP(16) exists, it can be used to ll the hole in an IKSP(v; 16) to obtain a KSP(v); with the IKSP(v; 16)s in Table 4 , this establishes the existence of KSP(6t + 4)s when t 2 f10; 11; 13; 14g. Table 5 treats the case when t = 17. When an idempotent TD(5,n) exists (that is, when n 5 and n 6 2 f6; 10g 1]), remove all but m points in one group where m 6 2 f2; 3g. Then treat the groups as blocks, and the blocks of the parallel class of the idempotent TD as groups, to obtain a f4; 5; m; ng-GDD of type Since an IKSP(22,4) exists and 3-frames of type 18 s exist for s 4, Theorem 3.3 gives KSP(6t + 4)s when t 12 and t 0 (mod 3). Similarly, since an IKSP(28,4) exists we obtain KSP(6t + 4)s when t 16 and t 0 (mod 4).
If an IKSP(40,10), a KSP(40), and a 3-frame of type 30 s exist, so also does a KSP(30s+10) by Theorem 3.3; this treats cases when t 21 and t 1 (mod 5). In the same manner, a 3-frame of type 54 Table 6 gives IKSP(v; 3)s for a number of small orders, but the technique is somewhat limited in this case when v 7 (mod 12) since then t is even and the resulting short di erence t 2 prevents the construction's application. Table 7 A small variant of the basic construction also deals with one congruence class, namely when t 0 (mod 4). In this case, write t = 4n, and form a holey base parallel class on Z t f0; 1g which covers all elements except for fn; 2n; 3ng f0; 1g, and does not use pure or mixed di erences that are nonzero multiples of n. Develop this modulo t to form its translates P 0 ; : : : ; P t?1 . For 0 i < n, form a frame of type 2 4 on fi; n + i; 2n + i; 3n + ig f0; 1g, and include the two triples of the frame parallel class for the group fjn + ig f0; 1g (with 0 j 3) in P jn+i to complete the parallel class. An example of this is the IKSP(43, 3) whose holey base parallel class is shown in In general, our problem is more complex when v 1 (mod 6) for a number of reasons, not least of which is that the basic IKSP(v; 3)s have v ? h 4 (mod 6), and frames with group sizes congruent to 4 modulo 6 are rarer than those whose group sizes are multiples of 6. For this reason, we develop a method for producing IKSP(v; 7)s. Suppose that t = v?7 2 0 (mod 6), so that v 7 (mod 12). Write t = 6n. We form a holey base parallel class that misses exactly those elements of the form f0; n; 2n; 3n; 4n; 5ng f0; 1g. In addition, the base parallel class contains only one pair (and one quadruple, and 2t? 6 3 triples), and it does not contain any pure pair whose di erence is a multiple of n, nor any mixed pair whose di erence is a nonzero multiple of n. This holey base parallel class is then developed modulo t to form holey parallel classes P 0 ; : : :; P t?1 . At this point, the uncovered pairs on Z t f0; 1g form t 6 disjoint copies of the cocktail party graph K 12 ? F, where F is a one-factor. It remains to form one-factors for six additional in nite points, and to form two auxiliary parallel classes of triples. It is an easy exercise to partition K 12 ? F into two parallel classes of triples and a graph I 12 , which is the icosahedron with antipodal points made adjacent. Figure 1 demonstrates the partition, showing the 1-factor F omitted from K 12 to form the cocktail party graph K 12 ? F and two parallel classes of triples whose removal leaves the icosahedron with antipodal points adjacent, I 12 . Forming these two parallel classes of triples on fi; n + i; 2n + i; 3n + i; 4n + i; 5n + ig f0; 1g for each 0 i < n produces the v t h Holey Base Parallel Class in Z t f0; 1g 43 20 3 f0; 1; 0; 2g f2; 4; 8g f3; 6; 14g f1; 7; 8g f12; 19; 3g f7; 16; 19g f9; 6; 17g f11; 14; 18g f18; 4; 12g f13; 11g f16; 9g f17; 13g disjoint copies of I 12 . There is a Howell design H(6; 12) whose underlying graph is I 12 , given by Brickell in 3] but in the vernacular used here in 5]. The two orthogonal one-factorizations are used as follows. One is used to determine which of the six in nite points is to be added to each pair to form a triple. The second is used to determine to which translate of the holey base parallel class this triple is added. More precisely, consider a particular I 12 on f0; n; 2n; 3n; 4n; 5ng f0; 1g. Form the H(6; 12) on these twelve points, so as to align the one-factor F on fi ng f0; 1g for 0 i 5. The rst one-factorization F 1 ; : : : ; F 6 is used to form triples ff1 i ; x; yg : fx; yg 2 F i ; 1 i 6g. The orthogonal one-factorization H 1 ; : : : H 6 dictates that when fx; yg 2 H j , the triple containing fx; yg is to be added to the holey base parallel class P j n . This method of using Howell designs to develop the two required parallel classes of triples and six of the required pairs in the base parallel class enables us to produce useful small IKSPs; see Table 9 .
v t h Holey Base Parallel Class in Z t f0; 1g 43 18 7 f1; 2; 1; 9g f4; 9; 11g f2; 4; 15g f5; 13; 7g f8; 12; 5g f7; 8; 12g f15; 10; 11g f10; 14g 55 24 7 f1; 2; 1; 3g f3; 5; 10g f6; 9; 15g f2; 5; 11g f7; 17; 13g f11; 22; 16g f14; 9; 23g f16; 6; 19g f20; 17; 18g f21; 7; 14g f23; 10; 15g f13; 20g Table 9 : IKSP(v,7)s
In reading Table 10 , ve auxiliary parallel classes are needed. They are formed as follows. Write v = 6n + 13. In each case, ve pure di erences are unused by the blocks given, and these ve di erences are f1; 2; n ? 2; n; n + 1g in each case. These are partitioned into ve auxiliary parallel classes: ff3i; 3i + 1; 3i ? 1g : 0 i < ng, ff3i; 3i + 2n + 2; 3i + n + 1g : 0 i < ng, ff3i; 3i + n; 3i + 2g : 0 i < ng, ff3i; 3i ? 2; 3i + n ? 2g : 0 i < ng, ff3i; 3i + 2n ? 1; 3i + 2ng : 0 i < ng on the elements Z 3n fjg for j 2 f0; 1g.
Using these ingredients, we establish an asymptotic existence result for IKSP(v; 3)s: , and write x = 2a + b with b 2 f0; 1g, and observe that 4 a n i ? 1. Form the TD(9; n i ) with groups G 1 ; : : :; G 9 . Delete G 9 , using one point z 2 G 9 to de ne blocks B 1 ; : : :; B n i that form a parallel class in the TD(8; n i ) (that is, the blocks that contained z). Delete Table 9 to ll all but one hole (of size either 42, or when b = 0 size 36), and ll the nal hole using a KSP(49) or KSP(43). A similar construction using a TD(9,9) treats all orders with 379 v 439, and employing a TD (9, 8) treats all orders with 343 v 385. Order v = 445 can be treated using a frame of type 34 13 , lling holes with an IKSP(37,3). Hence we may suppose that v 337. Next take a TD(k; 7) with 8 k 5, and truncate one group to`points, with 2 ` 6. Then give weight 6 using Theorem 3.2 to form a frame of type 42 k?1 (6`) 1 , and ll holes using the IKSP(55,13) from Table 10 , and a KSP(6`+ 13). This handles the following values of v: 193, 199, 205, 211 , 217 when k = 5; 235, 241, 247, 253, 259 when k = 6; 277, 283, 289, 295, and 301 when k = 7; and 319, 325, 331, 337 when k = 8.
In a similar way, forming a TD(5,9) or TD(6,9) and truncating one group to`points, in ating, and using IKSP(67,13), we handle the orders 265, 307, and 313. Instead forming a TD (5, 8) or TD (6, 8) f(0; 1); (1; 1); (0; 2); (3; 2)g; f(0; 1); (3; 1); (4; 2); (9; 2)g; f(0; 1); (0; 1); (7; 2); (8; 2)g; f(0; 1); (2; 1); (7; 1); (0; 2)g:
The groups are f1g Z 3 and fx i : x j (mod 12)g for i; j 2 f1; 2g. Evidently, the rst two starter blocks each yield an orbit of twelve blocks having a partition into two parallel classes (to obtain one of the classes, add all even residues modulo 12 to the starter block; the other is obtained from the odd residues). Each of the four parallel classes so obtained is a frame parallel class with respect to the group of size three. By adjoining 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 additional points to the group of size three, and associating each in nite point added with a di erent frame parallel class, we obtain f4,5g-GDDs of type 6 on the sets of fteen points arising from each of the blocks not in the distinguished class. On each set of fteen points arising from a block of the distinguished class, place the blocks of a Kirkman triple system of order 15. Include its parallel classes in the frame parallel classes of the distinguished group, to form a set of 17 partial parallel classes in total, each of which misses the distinguished group. Next on the sets of thirty points arising from each group other than the distinguished group, together with 7 in nite points, place a copy of the following, attaching the in nite points to the pairs to form triples: f0; 1; 0; 2g, f2; 4; 9g, f1; 5; 6g, f3; 7; 10g, f14; 3; 11g, f5; 14g, f6; 12g, f8; 13g, f10; 8g, f11; 4g, f12; 7g, f13; 9g. This covers all pairs except those forming six disjoint sets of 5 points each, within which no pairs are covered; these are aligned on the elements that agree modulo 6. The result is an IKSP(127,37). Together with the KSP(37), we obtain the desired KSP(127).
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Evidently, this result would be improved if a KSP(19) exists, and especially if an IKSP(19,3) exists. We searched for an IKSP(19,3) as follows. Eight blocks of size four must appear on 16 points, with each point in exactly two of the blocks. There are six nonisomorphic ways to place these, since the dual system is a simple quartic graph on eight vertices (and therefore whose complement is a simple cubic graph, of which it is well known that there are six on 8 vertices). After specifying the structure of the eight blocks of size four, an exhaustive search for their completions to parallel classes is computationally feasible. We undertook this, and found that we could not complete more than six of the eight required parallel classes simultaneously, and hence that no IKSP(19,3) exists. The existence of a KSP(19) remains open, since as Table 1 illustrates, not all KSPs arise from IKSPs. The remaining possible exceptions almost certainly are not genuine exceptions; however, backtracking appears to be too slow at present to be able to settle these cases. Moreover, the exceptions that remain are small enough that, in the absence of further small IKSPs, frame constructions do not appear to be able to handle them.
